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In America, the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic has affected everyone. I'll focus on one area; a company's changing work culture. From first-hand
experience in retail, I have heard of employees purposely slacking off and saying, 'What are they going to do? Fire me?'. The odds of
them getting fired are slim because the employer can hardly staff to the needs of the business, much less replace an employee that
lacks proper work ethic. However, in the late 1990s, management didn't take employees' threats to get fired lightly. Craig Almon, the
founder of ProConsulting, says, "The corporation I worked for was the 800lb gorilla in the industry, and I was running the best region in
the company. I got a new boss, hired from outside the company, and we didn't see eye to eye. I doubled-dared him to fire me. So, he
flew into town and fired me". Regardless of his position or success within the company, he challenged his job and, as a result, got fired.
Failure to either find another job or create something of his own was not an option for Craig because he needed to support a young
family and had acquired bills. It was go-time.
In April of 1998, Craig founded ProConsulting, LLC, a general insurance agency specializing in auto dealers' business development in the
Pacific Northwest. ProConsulting focuses on developing people, streamlining processes, and improving profit in their clients' Sales and
Finance departments. Almon views ProConsulting as a Management Consultant Company.
Almon realized over time that he needed a perspective other than the one he had from his ten years' worth of experience with the 800lb
gorilla, Aon - Pat Ryan & Associates. "I am the project" - Craig Almon. With two essential people walking out of his office unexpectedly
(within 24-hours of one another), the business not succeeding to its full potential, and in general, having difficulty attracting good
people, Almon knew he had to make an internal change. However, he looked in the mirror and knew he didn't possess the perspective
needed to make changes on his own. That's when he called Deliberate Directions after hearing the Deliberate Leaders Podcast, flew to
Boise, and hired Allison Dunn for her Business and Executive Coaching program.
Almon spent the first year getting coached by Allison, similar to his methods at ProConsulting. Allison insightfully reminds Almon to take
his own advice during many of their sessions. One reason is that Almon speaks his mind with his team, sometimes in brash and direct
ways, and other times deciding to keep it to himself. This dialogue can sound like, "Nobody was ever better than me, and none of you
are as good as me. So, just do what I tell you to do". This dialogue needed to change, and as a result of being coached, Almon was
getting a high-level perspective of ways to nourish and develop his team. Benefiting him so that, in the future, he could retain valuable
team members rather than seeing them walk away suddenly from their jobs.
Like in the year 1998, it was go-time for Almon. His company, family, and reputation depended on it.
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CLIENT INTRODUCTION
As I listened to Almon talk about when he realized he needed a coach, I asked if it was tricky to come to strategy sessions with Allison
and get ripped apart. Almon responded humbly by sharing that he was a prosperous man, prepared to do the work needed to achieve
the next level of success for his company. Ultimately, Allison had to teach Almon to look at his identified growth points through the lens
of his coaching practices within ProConsulting, which is much of what he does for others. "A taste of his own medicine," but it was
ultimately in his best interest.

COACHING
Coached and mentored, Almon began to look outside of his 1990s experiences in finance and sales to reach all-region success. Part of
the reframing process was learning to use Guided Discovery with his current team, a technique frequently used with his clients.
REDEFINED. Almon started with Aon - Pat Ryan & Associates just out of college, describing that culture as one of intense accountability.
He gained a lot of success from his young career, despite a lack of insight into how other companies achieved the same success without
the extreme culture. So when Almon got fired and created ProConsulting, 'intense' became his leading motivation. Almon can admit that
the culture he knew wasn't for everyone, but he didn't see another way to run his business. Allison has worked hard to shift Almon's
mindset in creating a company his employees want to work for rather than one that cares solely about reaching year-end goals. Allison
coached Almon with the philosophy that ProConsulting uses, "we don't tell people what to do, we lead them to the point where they
understand that that's the most commonsensical thing that they should be doing" - Craig Almon.
GUIDED DISCOVERY. Almon would often bark orders to his employees without giving a reason. After working with Allison, giving
direction before demands became the new approach. The approach for employees to know the directive Almon expected of them
looked like stating objective goals, creating plans, and then designing formulas. Almon does this through something he calls lowering the
level of abstraction. For example, Almon shares that the objective for the fiscal year is 200,000 policies sold. Then, with his team, he
works backward from that goal. By lowering abstraction, Almon helps his team define the daily goals that need achievement to reach the
yearly objective. In a way, Almon is learning to give his team a chance to succeed and be creative (with some guidelines) in how they get
to their goal, rather than focusing on ways his team could never be as good as him.
"I am not nearly that person anymore, and my people have acknowledged that." - Craig Almon.

"I am not nearly that person
anymore, and my people have
acknowledged that."
- Craig Almon.
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OUTSTANDING IMPACT
Redefining his work culture and allowing his employees to have a guided discovery are keystone moments for Almon. However, it's not
just a shift in culture that Almon needs, but more so an internal one. When his two pivotal employees walked away from their jobs in the
last quarter of 2020, they virtually said the same thing about Almon, "you're an ass, and you shouldn't talk to anybody because you tear
everyone down when you do." That's a huge problem.
Almon changed his mentality from "I am the best, do what I say" to "let me lay the facts down and communicate at your level." In the
beginning, there was a lot of frustration and anger about how the business wasn't thriving. "I was focusing on a result, instead of a
process" - Craig Almon. To coach Almon, Allison used phrases like "what would have to happen?", "What would you have to do?", "What
would they have to do?", "Do they know that that's what they have to do?", "How would you get them to do that?", "How could you say
that differently?" etc., to steer him in the right direction. He shares that before coaching, to be the best, he had to constantly be studying
his competition or colleagues that experienced more significant success. Now to improve, he felt like he was in a dark room guided by
Allison's advice. To navigate away from the cliff's edge (absolute destruction of his company), he had to listen to her voice in the dark.
However familiar, Almon prefers Allison's mentorship to the cut-throat figure-it-out culture.

"That's not the guy I want to be, and thank God that's not the guy I am anymore." - Craig Almon.

While there is still opportunity for Almon, he has made considerable strides in morphing his company's culture. There are still times
when he comes to coaching sessions with spirited things to say, and Allison encourages him to use language better suited for the culture
he desires to build. It will take more than a year to completely switch away from the past forty years of his working experience, but
Almon possesses the resilience to look forward.

WHY ALLISON DUNN?
Almon describes Allison as "professional, mature, and strong." Almon calls Allison a "velvet hammer"; pleasant, but you can see the
strength. Almon could tell from her Deliberate Leaders Podcast that she possessed the acumen and experience to coach his deficiencies.
That insight proved accurate after their first session, as Almon has experienced profound improvements since. Almon knows he couldn't
have made this progress on his own and is deeply grateful to Allison for her coaching.
See the power and strength of the Velvet Hammer for yourself by scheduling a strategy session today!
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